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INTRODUCTION TO THE DIRECT ICETHOD .
The principle of the direct method of teaching
languages is not the abandonment of grammar and having
the foreign language spoken exclusively in the class
room, but learning to do things the foreign way, in-
stead of learning why the foreigner does them so.
The old method treats a modern language like an ancient
one, like a dry fleshless framework of cases, tenses
and word order. One can learn a modern language only
as one increases one’s vocabulary in English, that is,
by imitation: through the ear and tongue, rather than
the eye, or power of reasoning. That explains why
a few weeks in France or Germany out-balance years of
college study so far as the feeling for the language
is concerned. In modern teaching we try to replace
the foreign environment with oral practice and direct
methods. This is a move in the right direction, but
so much the more careful must we be to build up that
feeling carefully and accurately. What may seem very
simple to the native or proficient teacher means to
the pupil new chords, new modulations, new keys, and
entirely new motifs .
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The ear is a much more direct messenger of sensa-
tion than the eye. A pupil on seeing a word can stop
and consider its correctness but a sound once heard is
gone and the impression correct or incorrect remains.
By mailing and hearing repeated mistakes, confusions
of genders, nuinbers, cases, pronunciat ions
,
and con-
structions, the ear of the elementary pupil is as
thoroughly ruined as that of a musician who should
practice on an instrument out of tune. In the usual
conversational methods the pupil loses a reliable
feeling of gender, loses the sense of accuracy, and the
restraint of pride . The oral acquirement of the true
sense and feeling for a language must proceed as
cautiously as the development of musical skill. Me
must not use datives, genitives, clauses, possessive
adjectives, pronouns
,
nor idiomatic expressions till
\
the pupils have slov/ly and surely built up a Reeling
for the very idea of gender and case and number forms
and new sounds of letters . Adopt the method, of
learning only one thing at^ a time and drill upon each
one almost to the point of endurance. Children final-
ly like best what they thoroughly understand and can do.
The greatest bugbear meets the beginners at the
outset, and it is the one that can never be set right
later, if the ear is not accurately trained from the
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very beginning. IJor is the use of the article merely
one of drill. The trouble and danger lie deeper, for
the English-speaking child has no basis of experience
upon which to establish a comprehension of conditions
that shall demand or explain such a variety of forms.
There is no mental respect for the rules of the game
and the confused complication seems unjustified.
It seems a jumble and remains so, unless one process
has been mastered before another was introduced.
The categories of gender and case are so very foreign
to the American child especially since the study of
formal grammar has been unfortunately reduced to such
a minimum that he cannot find his bearings even in the
mother tongue .
To begin with then, the child must be told that
the Germans say the word ”the” in many different ways.
Even in the nominative case, when you tell what a thing
does there are three different ways of saying "the”
/
before the name of that thing, and still other ways,
if anybody does something to that thing, or uses it.
First, v»?e will take the word "the” when we say
the thing '‘does’ something or ^s something. Before
some things it is said one v;ay, before others another
way and before still others, the third way. The Ger-
mans are. so accustomed to these three different ways
that they always think of a thing in connection with
the way of saying "the" before it. Almost all Ian-
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guages except English have three different ^ays of
saying the word ’’the*' and the najnes of all things
are arranged in one of these three classes which do
not always correspond to the gender of the things
themselves. We can believe that in the beginning of
human speech the e:rly people classified the names
of things according to the possession of real or
fancied qualities resembling those of the members
of their own human family, the father, the mother,
and the child
.
In English we apply the neuter pronoun ”it"
very frequently to a child, or to the undeveloped
young of animals. So the word for child, "Kind”,
as well as "Lamus", lamb, and"Kalb", calf, are in the
neuter class. So too in English several traces
of this use of pronouns remain, as in speaking of the
sun, the moon, a ship, etc. We will call the mascu-
line class, the Mann or. the Father class, the feminine,
the mother or Frau set, and the neuter class the child
or Kind set
.
Now we will study how to use the father
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set first Before these names, when the thing does
or is something, the word for "the” is der.
Select first things in the class room and parts
of the body and clothing in the masculine gender.
Put the words on the board, all with the word der be-
fore them and the meanings after them. der Mann,
der Knabe, der Tisch, der Regenschirm, der Bleistift,
der Vorhang, der Wischer, der hasten, der Stuhl
,
der Hut, 3ler Handschuh, der Mantel, der Rock, der Bo-
den, der Vater, der Knopf, der Hals, der Puss, der
Pinger
. The student should say them over after the
teacher. So far as possible, point to the object while
reading the words
.
Let the scholars at first imitate the sounds
.
A formal lesson in pronunciation would be very dry
and not find lodgement . Moreover school children
are at an age when the organs are flexible and
they will take the correct pronunciation largely
without analysis. If you make the drills too formal
you will scare them into mechanical and conscious
attempts which are apt to be false.
The main things are
:
(1) correctness of the vowels, a,e, i, o, u, Prac-
tise them in this order and separately in quick suc-
cession .vith the "stop consonant" between each sound.
Insist on the pureness of the vowel -without moving any
of the organs during the sound, and on the sharp clos-
ing of the sound with no carrying over to the next v;ord .
Maice lone vowels long. Practise ohe beginning of the
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vowel with the glottis stop. In sounding "a", hold the
jaw with the liand
,
pull it quite down and don’t let it
come up until after the sound stops. Practise all the
vowels before a mirror and see that you do not move
the lips or the jaw while any sound is being made. Be
sure there is no drawl nor impure sound at the end,
(2) Por the present, let "a” be a in mate, 0 equal e
in her; tt equal ee in see. ^aJce in a long breath;
say each vowel long and stop it quicicly at a signal,
(15) In ei and ie, the sound of the diphthong is that
of its last member in English.
(4) Practise the ch by sounding a vowel before it.
Stop the vowel sound in the larynx and allow the breath
to continue, without changing the position of the or-
gans. This breath continuant is the pure ch and will
be palatal or guttural according as the preceding vowel
was palatal or guttural.
(5) Explain the sounds of j , t, w, and y (like "setting
on "a dog) Other sounds of letters are xiot fundamen-
tally 'unique and may be learned gradually.
Teach the German alphabet
.
It amuses the children
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and is impressive. All other boys and girls on the
continent of Europe pronounce their letters pretty
nearly this way and not as we do in English. Spell-
ing with the German letters helps the pupils to re-
member the pronunciation, especially of the vowels.
Have them now spell all the words they know over and
over again, henceforth every new one. Tell the schol-
ars that if they wish to, for the fun of it, they •
may use these name-woMs in their English coversation.
Now let us talk about a few words Many words
in German are almost like English, so don’t be sur-
prised that "is*' is called in German "ist". You see
when we speak of anything other than you or me, we
call it third person and put on a *’t" . The word
"here" is sounded just as in English, but spelt "hier"
.
Some letters change in regular order. \'/here we have
"th" in English we shall find a German"d", as you see
the English "the" beginning v/ith "th" begins in Ger-
man with a "d" . So the word for"there" is dort, which
you use when you point to it . (Ea means there re-
ferring to any place in question or the olace at hand.
Now we are ready to say "der Tisch ist hier" . "der
Stuhl ist dort." Each pupil must have a notebook end
no .CHS ^voo liA . s-iaso'rgmi: bI bn^y
Xi :: i)-:'':_ K 'X 9 C? & •-> I T X a X
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write down these sentences and words, for visualizing
all sounds prevents the acquiring false forms. Give
the conversation to the children. Do not let them talce
the initiative unless you are very sure that they will
get the word right, for if they say it incorrectly,
it will spoil their feeling for the correct combina-
tion. Never encourage any expression beyond their
present knowledge. When you begin with questions and
answers have them all say the sentences in concert
so that the prevailing sound will be correct. If it
is not correct you have not explained enough. ,When the
majority of the class do badly it is the teacher's fault.
When the prevailing sound is _ correct, those that say
it wrongly will perceive that they are out of tune
.
Then you repeat it as it should be until it is unani-
mously correct. Correct work is very beneficial.
Do not give a question to be answered in concert
unless you are very sure that the answer will be over-
whelmingly correct. Then you can divide the class
into divisions which shall give each other back and
forth, the question and answers they have had. Then
ask individual pupils to do it. Do not ask a single
pupil to guess at anything orally. Answers may be
given in different ways and all be correct . Say so
ii '
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to encourage the individuals, but it is better to
pick out one way to avoid confusing their minds; and
so that they will have one way to answer in concert.
Next give the pupils adjectives to use with ist,,
and with nouns of the father class: gut, schfln, lang,
kurz, schnell, langsam, weiss, schwarz, blau, rot,
gelb, grtin
,
neu, alt. Also the following adverbs:
hier, dcrt, jetzt, immer, nic, nicht, sehr, zu; the
interrogatives : wo, warum, wie, wer. The following
are the names of verbs: stehen, liegen, gehen, sitzen,
schreiben, reden, sagen, thun, machen
.
The name of every verb ends in en except sein
and thun. Explain that the word used to be thuen,
but through long usage became shortened to th\m . The
word sein, because it is sued more than any other verb
is irregular in every language.
When you talk about y,.urself, the word I is ich,
and you take the n off the name of; the name of the
verb, leaving the e. When you talk about any other
one thing, change that e for t. Practise all these
verbs appropriately with the nouns of the Vater class.
If you refer to a noun of the Vater class as he (or it),
take off the d from der, leaving er which is the pro-
noun referring to such a word of the father class .
You will see later that this resembles the way to say
“the" for the nouns of the Mutter and Kind class.
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Por all these, use the verb ending in t, just as we
put on s when using a verb with one subject in English:
he sits, he runs, it lies, it stands.
Eor every other person or persons, the verb ends
in en; and for the present time (tense) is the same
as the name of the verb. Omit all familiar forms.
If you speak a person, use Sie, which is written
with a capital as a mark of respect, and if you speak
of several other persons or things, write that same
sie with a small letter, (the same word as for she).
The word for v/e is wir . In all these uses the verb
ends in en, as we have mentioned.
In order to speak of several other persons or
things, we must know how to say the plural of different
nouns. In English we have a great variety of ways:
oxen, cities, geese, sheep, and deer (no change), box-
es, berries, children, etc. In German we have only
four ways. The fuirst way I is without adding any
letter to the singular, as in English deer and sheep,
but sometimes we change the vowel as in goose, geese.
Only the vowels: a, o, and u, can ever be changed,
and this is done by throwing the sound with the tongue
toward the front of the mouth. Keep the lips in just
the same position as in speaking the a, o, or u and
throv; the tongue forward, as if you were trying to say
a front vowel, e or i. This throwing forward of the
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sound is represented by putting two dots over the






This is not alv/ays done with a, o, or u with the
nouns of the first class. Where these vowels occur
and it is not done, we call the nouns Class la.
Nouns of Class I add e to form the plural and gen-
erally throw the vowel a, o, or u to the front. If the
vowel of the word is a, o, or u and we do not do it,
we call these nouns Class Ila. In Class I, the vowels,
a, 0
,
or u, or the combination au, v/hich we sometimes
throw forward, is in the next to the last syllable.
In Class II it is in the last syllable.
Nouns in Class III add er to make the plural, and
the vowel a, o, or u, or au, is always thrown forward.
This throwing forward of the vowel is called ’’umlaut ing"
a German word which means changing the sound” . In the
combination au, the two dots are not put over both vow-
els, but only over the a, and the resulting sound is
like oy in boy, the same as the pronunciation for the
combination eu in German.
Nouns of Class IV add en and never umlaut any
vowel
.
The singular of any noun may already have two
dots over the a, o, or u, or au, which means that the
sound has already been thrown forward by reason of the
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•word being derived from some other word or stem of a -word.
Of course, then, this sound caanot be changed any fur-
ther for the plural .
Summary of Classes:
a. as to endings; I nothing; II e; III er; IV en.
b, as to umlauting; I s metimes; II generally; III al-
•ivays and IV never
.
There is another small division of la, called Ib
p/hich drops the n in the nominative singular. This
includes for present considerations only the word
Nai-ie .
Class V and "weaJc masculines" will be taken up later
as a branch of Class IV The only nouns needed for
conversation are Knabe and Junge, and at present we have
only to do with the nominatives (having en in the plural)
The ?/ord for the before a plural noun in the sub-
j ect is die .
At this time certain orders and commands may be
given to the class in German. Aufstehen, sitzen, vor-
wM.rts gehen, Bttcher aufmachen, Bttcher schliessen,
zusammen antv/orten, auswischen, Plfttze nelmien, weiter
schreiben, etc. How put other words than the subject
first, as "Here stands the chair." "Black is the coat."
Learn the rule that v;hatever comes first, the verb must
be second, except in questions where the verb begins
the sentence and can be preceded by nothing but s .-me
interrogative word. In a command the verb goes before
the pronoun which is always Sie, and this word Sie is
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verb in a statement may consist of several words which
altogether mai:e up one single element of , the sentence:
as an enlargement of the subject, the man who was here
yesterday; or an adverb, Early in the morning of yes-
terday, etc. Let the adjectives all be predicate
and use no attributives, i.e., do not let them stand
directly before a noun.
There are fuur other words which may stand before a
noun and end in er like der. These are dieser, jener,
welcher, and jeder (with meaning) Practise these with
the nouns already had. This is called the dieser set
of words .
Another set of words does not talce er, when they
stand before the noun that we are spealcing of. Ein
means indefinitely a chair, and eraser. The set of
words which also ta_kes no er are mein (my) sein(his)
ihr(her) Ihr (Your) These correspond to ich, er,
sie, Sie. Unser (our) corresponds to wir, and ihr
(their) also corresponds to the plural use of sie (they)
Hone of these add er when they stand before a singu-
lar subject noun. Another word of this kind is kein
which means no as "No chair is here" . All the words
of this kind which add no er when they stand before a
subject noun are called the "kein words". V/rite these
words on the board and have them copied down and drilled
in connection with the nouns already learned. All
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ciiangeables of both, the dieser and the kein set end
in e before a plural subject noun.
Have the children make up at hone and bring in
twenty or more sentences including only the v/ords al-
ready learned. Confine these sentences to the present
tense, the nominative case of singular and plural
nouns, the two sets of changeables, adjectives of the
positive degree and to the verbs already learned. Do
not use any vwrd more than twice. These restricted
and free-hand compositions are fine practice not only for
beginners but at any stage in composition Ywrk
.
It
forces the pupils to think over the words and to ex-
press themselves with a limited vocabulary. The di-
rect method thus restricted in vocabulary may be very
successful, but it may run into all sorts of confusing
forms and constructions that seem simple enough to the
teacher but involve countless pitfalls
.
Introduce und, aber, oime, zu. Learn to divide
syllables by placing as many consonants as possible
on the coming syllable. This is true of simple words
with which alone we have as yet to do. Insist that
initials be buzzed and final letters hissed; also that
g after the vowel of a syllable be pronounced as if
written ch. Learn to count up to 100. Play buzz.
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Bring in class next time 10 declarative sentences
10 interrogative sentences, and 10 commands. In com-
^ mands you must always say the you, whereas in English
you hardly evei^ say "Go you" . The Sie cannot be
omitted in German even in a succession of verbs. Add
to the coirimand the word "bitte" which is really the
first person of the verb bitten, I beg. "Bitte" also
means"you are welcome" being abbreviated from "I beg
you not to mention it"
.
%
When a descriptive word stands between a changeable
and a noun, if the changeable word is a dieser v,»ord, the
adjective does not repeat the ending er before a sing-
ular noun, but ends in just e, which is enough to give
it two syllables . But if the changeable is a kein
word which does not have the er, then the describing
word between it and the noun does have the er. If
there are several describing words, they all do as their
leader the first one, does. If the describing word
stands before a singulrr noun without a changeable, then
the describing word ends in er, just as a dieser word
would do. A describing v/ord standing between a change-
able of any kind and a plural noun ends in en but if it
stands before the noun without a changeable before it, '
then it ends in e just as the changeable would.
The plural of "an apple" (Have you an applet) is
"some apples". "Have you some apples?" or leaving out
the"some", "Have you apples?" This is usual I
I-
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in English when we add something further. "Have you
some apples in the basket?” So in German use einige
or leave it out. The GeriTians leave it out much more
than we do. So also they leave out etwas (some) with
the singular very frequently.
In learning the past tense, call the simple
past .preterite
,
in German, and let the term "past"
be used only as referring to English expressions
to past time in general.
Begin the study of the past tenses with the strong
verb. It” is more striking and deals with the irregular-
ity ” at once, and it is moreover historically chrono-
logical (which aids in later explanation of weak: verbs).
When we te.lk about a. thing happening at different
times, for instance, my going to the city, we say "I go
now"; "I went yesterday"; "I have gone already", we
see there is a different word used for the different
tines, or tenses, as we call them. Generally it is
not 8, different v/ord that is used, but the vovi/el of the
word is changed in the simple past (preterite) and pos-
sibly again in the word which we use with have, showing
that we have already done a thing.
This last word with have we let end in en as "I
give now", "I geve yesterday","! have given already".
This ending in en is not always true in English, when
we change the vowel, for instance in "I sing now", "I
sang yesterday", "I have sung already". But generally
it holds true, as "I write now", "I wrote yesterday",
"I have written already". Notice that here as in the
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verb ••give" the vowel in the third form changes back
to the same one that we started with. hany verbs do
that also in German, but it is not necessary. It may
have the same vowel as the second form: as in speak,
spoke, spoken; or it may be entirely different, as in
sing, sang, sung. The third form in German ends in
en, Vi/hen the vowel changes on the way.
Learn: singen, gehen, schreiben, laufen, stehen,
fallen, vergessen, sprechen, liegen, tragen, rufen,
lesen, sehen, halten, essen, trinken, schlafen, kommen,
thun (irregular) Thun was formerly thuen, but this
verb and sein are used so much that they have become
irregular in all languages. Sein was originally
se-en, but when two e*s come together in Germa.n, it
makes ie. The three time forms we will call the
present, preterite, and past participle.
The verbs which change their vowel in these three
"principal parts" (as we call them) very often change the
vowel also in the third person singular of the present
tense. But if they do it, it is done so regularly
that you know what it is going to be; and it is not
a mere matter of memory, as with the principal parts.
The principal parts have to be learned by heart as
in English. nhildren have to learn that it is
take, took, token, and not take, took, t^oken. In
the third person singular, however, these verbs gener-
od 3 .
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ally umlaut the sajne v/ay as in the plural of nouns
,
that
is, by putting two dots over the letters a,o,u, and au;
and changing the sound accordingly. In addition to this,
hov;ever, the letter e may be thrown forward, and many
times changes to i or ie . It is usually written ie
if it is long, that is, prolonged in sound. So, as
in those nouns classed la, and Ila, we shall have to
remember which ones do change the vowel. There is some
ti.tes a little change in the spelling to help remember
the sound. For instance, .ich nehme, er ninimt . H,
after a vov/el,means that it is long, while a double
consonant means that it is short. So, ich trete,
er tritt. Learn some verbs that do not change in the
third person singular of the present, rufen, gehen,
stehen, icommen, etc. Finden keeps the e so that
both d and t can be heard; like English *'He boxes well”
It will help to remember these forms by giving in drill
the third person of the present if it changes, after
the principal parts, as geben, ,ab, gegeben, er giebt
.
In the present tense, we have learned that the first
person ends in e and the third in t, but that is the
only place v;here the the first and third nersons are
different. In the preterite of these verbs that are
strong enough to change their vowel (and are called
strong verbs) we do not add anything at all.
Introduce a little explanation of what the schol-
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ars vvill meet in their reading, for they should nov/ have
a little easy reading, taking on trust such construc-
tions as they have not had, as a child does in his moth-
er tongue, ,vhen he hears or reads new combinat ions
.
Do not ever undertake to explain such construct ions
very fully, nor under any circumstances, allow
the children to try to imitate them. They will not
remember them, and do not exect them to, but it will
make it easier w'nen they take them up in conversat ion
.
There are sometimes four different forms of the
nouns and pronouns which they will meet in reading.
The use is like:
1 I
of me
3 to or for me
4 we
So in speaiiing of a coat the first case would be the
coat as subject; the second Y^^ould be of a coat as pos-
sessive; the third, the coat with some other preposi-
tion; end the fourth, would be the coat as answering
a verb: ”I see, a coat" answering, "Wliat do you see?"
For the present ignore any further classifications of
regimens or prepositions. There is another set of
verbs similar to those in English whicli do not change
the vowel. in forming the three principal parts and
they do not change the vowel in any form or under any
circumstances; for instance, "I talk now", "I talked
yesterday", and "I have talked".
The letter d which is used in English to show
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past time, is really, the first letter of the word did
or done. In German too, as the verb thun means to do,
so we add t directly to the stem of this kind of a
verb. The stem means what is left after taking off
en from the nsme of the verb (infinitive) Then after
putting on the t for past time, v^/e add in the preter-
ite, an e for the first person, just as in the present.
The endings for the different persons are just the same
as in the present, with the only difference that the
third person is like the first. You will remember
the present is the only place where the first
person, speaking, and the third person, or the thing
talked about, have different endings for the verb.
In the formt of the verb that goes with have
or has (that is, the past participle) we again let the
verb end in t, in place of the d in English. These
verbs that do not change the vowel are called weak
verbs. In the past participle of both strong and weak
verbs, the syllable ge is prefixed to the form. In-
stances of such weak verbs are fragen, spielen, lachen,
regnen, reden, warten, sagen, mochen, raufen, hoffen,
haben (irregular: hatte, hab-te)
Summary of the differences between strong and weak
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Weak Strong
a) Stem Vowel remains Changes vowel
same in 2nd and 3rd
sing, pres.
b) Preterite -te - no ending
c) Participle ge - t ge - en
To assist in the use of these tenses learn the -words;
jetzt, heute, gestern.
Just as -we sometimes ssy •’ I am gone”, I have gone,
he is gone” or "He has gone; we are gone or we have
gone" so in German there are two ways of using the past
participle: sometimes with ich habe, er hat;
and sometimes with ich bin, er ist, etc. It is
,
how-
ever, growing more and more the custom to use only one
or the other with each verb. We have already learned
five verbs with which we say ich bin. These are gehen,
ko.mnen, laufen, bleiben, and sein itself. Here should
be explained as far a s possible and memorized all .
forms of the three tenses of sein and haben.
v/ith the verb haben and other verbs, comes the
possibility of the object use of a noun answering the
verb and completing its meaning. The object forms
for nouns is the same as the subject form, but the
changeables of both sets end in -en. In the dieser set
the r is replaced by n, and in words of the kein set
en is added to the subject form. Teach also now the
object forms of the personal pronouns, mich, uns
,
ihn.
The others have same forms as the subject. *
Also explain the pluperfect form of verbs as being
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formed by replacing the present of the auxiliary by its
preterite, and as meaning that something had been done
before a given time in the past. Explain this, but do
notuse it for the present.
To the five verbs given above as using sein, for .
the auxiliary in past tenses, we will add another verb
werden. Werden has three different uses in meaning,
according to the word that is placed at the end of the
sentence. If that word is an adjective, werden cor-
responds to the English verb to become, Ich werde
jetzt hungrig, I am becoming hungry. Second; If it
is the third form of another verb that is placed at the
end instead of an adjective, the verb werden also
means become, but has what v;e call a passive meaning,
as Der Hund wird jetzt geschlagen. The dog is now be-
coming whipped, or simply. The dog gets whipped. In
common conversat ion this meaning of werden is often ex-
pressed in English by get. I em getting hungry, The
dog is getting whipped. Third: Of at the end of the
sentence place the name of the verb (infinitive)
it always refers to future time and means that the
subject will or shall or is going to do a thing as
Ich werde morgen nach Hause gehen, I shall go home
tomorrow. Er wird bald hier sein. He will soon be
here, or He is going to be here soon.
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In making its three parte werden changes its vow-
el to u. in the second form, but in the second form it
is one of the few verbs that also add an e to the first
and third personssingular like regular weak verbs.
This mixture of the peculiarities of strong and v/eak
verbs we call strong-weak. Other verbs of this kind
are bringen, brachte, gebracht; denken, dachte, gedacht
These last verbs, howe^^er, continue weak in the third
form (as they end in t) The g or k sound in the first
form changes before the t in the other furms to mere
breath and so is written ch. Before this breath, the
n of the first form drops out.
In the third person singular of the present werden
changes from e to i
,
as other strong verbs, but as
the stem ends in d (which when final sounds like t) no
additional t is added. This peculiarity is also shared
some other strong verbs when the stem ends in d or
t. This verb is also used as an auxiliary to form the
future tense of other verbs and needs special study.
In this third use and meaning of werden which refers to
future time or wfhat is going to happen, there is no
use for the last two terms (the preterite and past par-
ticiple) for these you know refer to past time. The
verb werden makes its compound past form (pres .perfect
)
with the help of the word sein, so that ”I have become"
is Ich bin geworden. Now as we have seen with the sec-
ond use of werden giving a passive meaning, the third
form of some other verb stands at the end of the sen-
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tence.in the simple tenses. Der Hund wird heute ge-
schlagen. The dog becomes whipped today. If now we
wish to say “The dog has been (become) whipped today"
we must use the compound form, ist - geworden, with
ge\7orden at the very end of the sentence. With the
first use of werden, "The man has become old',* "Der Mann
ist alt geworden" this sounds all right. But in the
second or passive use of werden, it will bring in
place of the adjective alt, the past participle ge-
schlagen before the geworden, and we shall have two
words at the end of the sentence both beginning with ge
.
This does not sound well and so the ge is dropped
from geworden.








We have now talked over almost all the different
ways of saying things in German and have used only
nouns of the Father class.
Ee^’ore nouns of the mother class the letter r
is dropped from the dieser words leaving the ending e.
The word "the" is a little peculiar as it inserts an i
before the e, making it ie which is pronounced ee.
Before nouns of the child class the letter s
talces the place of the letter r where it was used
before the father class, and again"the" is also a
little peculiar before words of the child class re-
mind ng one of the English neuter "what"
.
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thing which maices it easy with the mother and child
classes, is that the object form answering a verb and
completing its meaning, is always the same as the sub-
ject form when the person or thing is talked about as
doing something.
V/hen a describing word stands before a word of the
mother and child classes, then the rule is the same as
with the masculine. If a changeable is before it, the
descriptive word ends in e, just as with the masculine.
If no changeable is present then it ends just as the
changeable would have done (which is also e). Y/hatever
combinations may beraade
,
the whole expression for feminine
and neuter words is identical in the subject and
object forms.
Before the plurals of all nouns, all changeables
end in e, ”the” being die as in the feminine singular.
This is true for the object case also. For remember
that excepting the personal pronouns and in the case of
words standing before a masculine singular, the subject
and object forms are identical, no matter what elaborate
combinations you may learn to maJce .
A describing word before any plural noun also ends
in e if there is no changeable before it, then the ad-
jective takes a, weaic consonant to close the sound.
This makes the so-called weak ending en which means that
the changeable has already done its work of showing with
its ending that the noun is plural.
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The use of the nouns and pronouns with verbs
has so far been only to show what the subject does
or is in direct answer to the verb. ”V/hat does he
see?” or "Whom does he see?” "He sees me."
With such e word as give, we may have the direct
answer to: "What 'does he give?" and there may also
arise the question: "To whom does he give it?" The
answer to this is called the indirect object of the
verb. The name of this case is derived from the latin
word that means to give, the dative case. This in-
direct idea of the person to whom the subject gives
the thing, may or may not be expressed by the preposi-
tion to, according as the word referring to this per-
son is put before or after the thing which is given.
"He gives me the book" "He gives the book to me".
So also in German the position of the indirect
object depends upon the use of the preposition zu.
The form to be used for this ,indirect case is fre-
quently different from the nominative and accusative
forms, especially with pronouns . In the first person
it is mir in the singular, and uns like the accusative
in the plural. In the third person the masculine and
neuter use ilmi (ending in m like the English him). The
feminine is ihr (ending in r like the English her). The
form for intimate address is dir ( singular )an d euch
lo iHll'. a<S'iOY ani/w.ao'rq; bcif-z acwoxi bsQ
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(plural). The polite and usual form of address is
(as in all graivonat ical forms) identical v;ith the third
plural: ihnen, only remember to write it with a capital,
when it refers to the person addressed.
In nouns every dative plural ends in n - an invari-
able rule. The dative singular of nouns is the same
as the nominative and the accusative, except that when
a masculine or neuter word has only one syllable, we
may bring particular attention to the dative idea by
speaJking the word longer and maJcing it have two syllables
by adding e. Feminine monosyllables do not have this
privilege. Verba that can be practised with this da-
tive form are gehen, schichen, folgen, helfen, danken.
The form that corresponds to our possessive adds
s to the singular of masculines and neuters as in Eng-
lish, If the word is of one syllable, the speaker can
ma-.ce it emphatic just as with the dative by putting in
an e before the s, and making two syllables. An e is
a] so needed to make an easier pronunciation of s after
certain sounds. Fern -nine words and all plurals do not
change the form -^for this possessive- idea; - 'In-' fact
,
the feminine nouns do not change their form in the sin-
gular nor do any nouns in the plural have any change
except to make the da-tive plural end in n.
The personal pronouns have also a genitive form
but its use does not correspond to our possessive mean-
ing. It is used with verbs that usually take of in
English: "to think of me", "to be mindful of you" Our
English possessive meaning is expressed in Gerinan always
by the possessive adjective which we have learned as be-
ni a .HmbDC ‘io rrxoi laij-e^- ba.y r>wLroii «?'<T .(I^vxi/Icy)
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longing ^0 second set of changeables , the kein words
'tie select the possessive adjective word as referring to
^ possession or the person that possesses and then change




We have learned that the second set of changeables,
the kein words, have no ending in the masculine and neut-
er nominative and also that the accusative of the neu-
ter and the feminine is always in every respect like the
nominative all through the changeables, adjective, and
noun forms. We have learned also that in the mascu-
line accusative singular everything that precedes the
noun must end in en.
In every other respect all changeables, whether in
the first or second set, have the same endings and these
are like the ones we have just been learning of the per-
sonal pronouns; namely, in the dative singular of the
maec.uline and neuter all changeables end in es (remind-
ing one of the English his) In the feminine singular
both the genitive and dative end in er (like the English
her) In the dative plural the changeables conform to
the sweeping rule that v/e have learned, that everything
in this case must end in n. In the ge nitive plural they
end in er (reminding one of the English their) YiThen an
adjective has no changeable before it, it takes the ending
of the changeable following the endings learned for the
word dieser.
If any changeable stands before the adjective, then
in the genitive and dative singular and all of the
~cj'~
at>T .'vV '''o tfia oZi- ;^nx
3^5 b^Q'v DYi ioo t.b - -.>Yi aa-3G. oa h;'.j- .toeXoF- 3V/
av'.f:.'?!!..' t'sai b?',"z asiaaDcaoc ' j
.
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plural, the adjective merely assumes the ending en, no
matter what the gender, nuiAber or case may be. This
ending en is composed of the v/eaJkest vowel and the
weahest consonant in the German language, and is simply
used to give the word at least two syllables and then to
close the sound. The reason for this is that the German
ear does not lihe to hear a repetition, for when it is
preceded by a changeable, that does the work of shov/ing
the gender, nujr.ber, and case and the adjective has noth-
ing of that work to do. So we find that when an ad-
jective stands before a noun and is preceded by the def-
inite ai^ticle der the adjective has the ending e in the
nominative singular and everywhere the ending en. Some
of these adjectives have been for a long time used
without the noun as in English, the giant (man) . Some
are just beginning to be '..'Sed so, as in English: “Will
you have an ice(d) (cream)?” “Here is a good landing
(place).” In German many such adjectives which were
attributive of living animals came to be used so regular-
ly without the noun that they were written with a capi-
tal, and their use as a n adjective vcas forgotten. Even
the ending e in the nominative singular is no more used
no more than the d in the English” iced cream”. Others
may drop the ending optionally as der Geselle . Many
v/ords of this class are never used without the e, as
der Riese, and some even retain t<he adjective feeling
so far that their endings vary like a regular adjective
according asta dieser changeable or a kein changeable
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sender, die Reisenden or Reisende. This last set of
norms of this class are mainly present or past parti-
ciples with some such word as people understood after
them, and their endings vary just as if they were reg-
ular attributive adjectives, as der Gelehrte (Mann) or
Verv/andte, relatives, (related people).
Of the nouns denoting inhabitants of countries,
the word Deutscher is of this latter class, der Reutscher,
ein Reutscher, Eine Reutsche., Reutsche, and die Reutschen.
Many others are of this fifth declension, but without
this variableness. They are declined like der Knabe,
ein Knabe, with all the other cases ending in en. The
feminine of these noims is formed by adding to the stem
in in place of e, and they belong v;ith the regular femin-
ines of Class IV. The vowel of the stem is sometimes
imlauted, der Eranzase, ein Eranzaser, die Eranzfi sin; der
Russe, die Russin, der Schwede, die Schwedin. Many
other such names end in er and belong to the first class
if masculine. The feminine form adds in after the er,
der iunericane, die ijnericaner in
; der Italiene, die Itali-
enerin
.
Some other nouns have fallen into this class by
analogy; some few in old tiines, like der Ahn, where the
adjective feeling is obscure and many more in recent
times, especially foreign nouns denoting persons using
some characteristic, as of their vocation, der Archi-
tect, der Ctudent. Most of the foreign nouns never
went through the process of being an adjective, end
-
-
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consequently never have assur/ied the nominative ending e,
while all the other cases end in en, as the otVier nouns
of this class.
All cases may be used with prepositions except the
nominative case and some prepositions may be used with
one of two cases according to the meaning. The follow-
ing may be used with either the dative or the accusative
vor, an, auf, hinter, in, neben, tlber, unter, and zwisch
en . The accusative follows these words when the dis-
tance changes between the two nouns connected.
In many languages, prepositions may be used as ad-
verbs qualifying verbs. So in English, "Go into the
house." "I don It went to go in" "You look on, while
I work." All such close modifiers of verbs are placed
in German as near as possible to the end of the thought
or sentence.
In compound tenses the last word of a statement
in future time must, of course, be an infinitive and
in past time a past participle.
In the two simple tenses, present and preterite,
which have no auxiliary, the stenm of the main verb
instead of being in the form of an infinitive or parti-
ciple is itself inflected and brought up to the begin-
ning of the sentence to take the second place (where
the auxiliary stands in a compound tense) How if
these little words can stand alone as separate indepen-
dent words, then they stay tt the end of the sentence
alone in these tv/o simple tenses.
There are six little syllables or prefixes.
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(er, ver, zer, be, ge, ent ) whicli eve often
attached to the front of the verb stem which cannot
stand alone as separate words. These six might be called
”t@ggers", for as they cannot stand alone, they "tag
around" in front of the verb stem wherever it goes . They
are never accented under any circuriistances
,
and they
influence the meaning of the verb so closely that they
allow no ge or zu to come between them and the stem of
the verb. In the past participle the ge is omitted
altogether, and with an infinit ive( ^r gerund) the zu
is written separately btefore the whole word. These six
syllables are called "inseparable prefixes". All other
close qualifiers of the verbal idea allow the zu and ge
to come in between them and the stem, whether the whole
is written as one word or not . You will observe
that these six prefixes all have the vowel e. One be-
gins with e, two end in e, and three end in er. There
are a few other prefixes which can stand independently
as adverbs, when they have the accent and literal meaning,
and which can never leave the verb when they have a fig-
urative meaning and no accent. Compare the English "I
looked the paper over" "I overlook the paper".
At this point the modal auxiliarj.es should be
introduced in their sim.ler forms. In all languages
belonging to the Germanic family a set of words is
used with the infinitive of the main verbal idea
to express the way the subject feels towards the ver-
bal act, or idea: as in English: "He can go, he may go,
he might go" "He shall go" etc. In the construction
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of the sentence these words simoly take the place of
werden when it forms the future tense with an infini-
tive. These v/ords are sometimes called modal auxi-
liaries
.
They were in oldest times, the preterite tense {simpl
past) of otherwise eomplete strong verbs, but as the
use of them with an infinitive became more common they
were the only part of these words that remained in use,
and they kept their i.nflection as a past tense of strong
verbs, that is, the first and third persons have no
ending. Moreover, in these days the past tense of a
strong verb usually had a different vowel in the plu-
ral from that in the singular, so that the pupils in
those days had to learn four different parts qf a verb.
There are six of these verbs in German; wollen, sollen,
mfigen, kttnnen, dlirfen, mtlssen.
Ich v/ill, wir wollen means that the subject is
willing to, desires to, or is determined to do a thing.
moral
Ich soli, wir sollen, expresses obligation.
Ich muss, wir mflssen: physical compulsion.
Ich mag, wir mttgen; various degrees of "like to".
Ich darf, wir dttrfen: permission.
Ich kann, wir kflnnen, physical ability/
Although these v/ords are in the past (or preterit
form) they refer to the presen.t time and are therefore
called also by some teachers "preterite presents" .
We have very many of them in English and they are
very effective and irregular jn their use, construct i«m
,
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form, meaning, but in German they are very regular both
in meaning and in construct ibn . We have seen that the
first person plural of the present tense of a verb is
identical with the infinitive form, so, taking the plural
forms of these verbs as given above, and starting with it
as an infinitive, these verbs in their modern use have
the principal parts like a regular weak: verb, wollen,
wollte, gewollt. "^he umlaut, however, of t?ae infini-
tive is not carried over through the past. (It does,
however, reappear in all subjunctive forms)
When one of these preterite presents (modal aux-
iliaries) follows the subject and refers to the present
or future time, its construction is exactly like that
of the auxiliary werden, and the infinitive of the main
verb stands at the end of the sentence. Like the aux-
iliary werden, it precedes the subject in questions,
and v;hen anything else than the subject begins the
sentence
.
In all compound tenses, whether future or past, the
preterite present of course goes regularly to the end of
the sentence, standing after the mean verb. At this
place at the end of the sentence it always uses its name
form (infinitive) in any tense whatever. This brings two
infinitive forms together at the end of the sentence, and
these two forms keep together at the end of t-very kind
of sentence. Even if the compound tense stands in a
suborddnate clause, the auxiliary for the preterite pres-
ent (haben in the past tenses and werden for the future
i
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)
perfect) will not disturb this couple of infinitives
at the end of the clause, but will stand just before them.
Tor example: Wenn ish gestern nach Hause habe gehen wollen.
The position of these two infinitives at the end of
every hind of sentence in the compound tenses involving
a preterite-present and a verb depending on it is an
absolutely sure and safe rule. The English use of modal
auxiliaries is so complicated that the student will be
betrayed into all sorts of confusion unless he remembers
this dead-sure rule.
Very often the main verb is omitted by ellipsis al-
though easily understood. .If it is not expressed it must
be represented by es in Geririan, and then the preterite
present follows the perfectly regular conjugation
of a weak verb. Eor example; I don’t want to", "Ich
habe es nicht gewollt" . "You ought not to have" (It
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3PEC ILilElT EXAI : IITAT I CITS .
I
1. Give a list of masculine nouns of Class Ila and III
2. What forms of a German verb end in en?
3. How is German g pronounced?
4. Hov;' are syllables divided?
5. With ¥;hat must every word or syllable begin?
6. State the differences between strong and weaE verbs
7. If the second word in a sentence is some form of
werden, what will the last one be?
8. Write three sentences in German of at least three
different words.
. Put in German: Where nave you seen that little
table? Will the good ladies come today?
10. Name some feminine nouns of class II.
II
1. Give the rule for the seoAience of endings on words
standing before a plural noun.
2. Give the principal parts of haben, sein, schrei-
ben, gehen, werden, and liegen.
3. Hov»r about succession of adjectives before a noun?
4. V/hat is the ending of the third person singular?
5. In what forms does a German word end in e?
. Name the masculine nouns you have learned in Class
I and Ila
-
7. Write two questions in the past perfect tense.
6. With what ma,y a question begin?
9. vmat words may end in er before a masculine noun in
IIII -.Tt ’ ^3 ll lo gm/on sni lijo- 3 ‘10 e svio .X
rti bvin cf'XSY rian'f,o0 b lo ejv,*:tOl *.p.riV .£*
•;'*i3sc;n.;fonc''iq nsniTisO ^iX '.voli . •
S’ ba.'^’XVijC; fj-dldBl-i-vg v;oM . t*
?r;A.^&d yldBlIv?. ‘10 Jb'.r<>\r J'feiJJT.i aBXi»r x?.c'iW .S
9ct^iiv XBsvv bii.'-. g,no'xi‘‘i' nd^^.vvr^u sooxia'ieUxb orit "'.c
'lO 'luog si .6 nx b'xo'X' i.>B 009 s '^X
?3Ci ono o"3.6l eu\S .LCi<r d'Brfw
39 -xdci- lo rx^-imiaO nx oaoriSvtnse oa'xri^ .8
.eb'xow J-uo’ia'i’iii:
0 X 0 xir 1 .00 s >rcv. i»V'c'" a’lfodY/ rii Xx/^j . £
; Y.0boi’ O'. 00 eoxjj I bo"^ obJ ZLib
.II .ssjslo Ic afiJJon aniniru'?*'! o-..oe . VI
XI
”ib'X(.' iiQ ssnibna 'to dDnajjp^s &c'x 'xo'l; jXl"I srio sviD
.nijovi iB'inlci .<5 avoxacf .^nxbn.B^s
-io'rvos ,nxo.-: .iisc.b: lo GX'£.eq I.sqi.oiU'Xq ar{X & iO
.a^gijxl ,as..!v?5^i .nad
Vnxjcxi a'j.o'l.'tjd savxd.o'^^,b,B "tc noieaaoojj^j duodB .o>'
V-X'-I;x^nxo :,;osiaq b-iiff:!- exfcf '^:o
Ho ni one b'iov nBj.'.'ta-O b saoo 3,.'..'Xo'l d’.B.' Vv nl ,c
aa-ilO rsi avB.xi xrov bn;j :n ofiiiixioaii^a 3i{x- »»2i .0
.. .sXI X1.1I j I
..061,10^“ mSBCT SfiX liX SflOXi'e^. p O'.Vo jXx'1.v' ,v
noXy^sijp o v.e.ni J'sdv. if.^A'.V . ->
rri !\uon b e^.o'Xob iv nx 6r*,.v \ox.. sb'io-v
the nominative singular?
10. Say: V/hy have not -the pencils been here?
Ill
1. Make a list of all the neuter nouns you know with
class and meaning.
2. Make a list of strong verbs with meanings and prin-
cipal parts.
3. What case endings remind you of corresponding ones
in Mnglish?
4. Wiiat different meanings may ihr have?
5. Say; I did not see your good brother when he v;as here.
G. What are the differences in the declension of dies-
er and mein. What words are declined like each?
7. V/here is it true that all the qualifying words stand-
ing before a noun have the same ending?
8. Under what circumstances may guter precede a noun?
9. State the order of words as far as you have learned
it in a declarative simple sentence.
10. What stands at the end of a sentence in the three
different uses of werden?
^:*'t
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